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Wikipedia represents a successful peer-produced knowledge-resource constructed via the endeav-
ours of millions of volunteers. We examine the activity of Wikipedia by analysing WikiProjects,

an community-driven feature which allows communities of Wikipedians to coordinate their efforts

in order to improve or produce Wikipedia articles. We harvested the content of over 600 active
Wikipedia projects, which comprised of over 100 million edits and 15 million Talk entries, associ-

ated with over 1.5 million Wikipedia articles and Talk pages produced by 14 million unique users.

Our analysis reveals findings related to the overall positive activity and growth of Wikipedia, as
well as the connected community of Wikipedians within and between specific WikiProjects. We

argue that the complexity of Wikipedia requires metrics which reflect the many aspects of the
Wikipedia social machine, and by doing so, will offer insights into it’s state of health.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia is one of the largest, global peer-produced knowledge resources on the Web.
Consisting of over 12 million articles, available in over 270 languages, it is a clear exam-
ple of how a social machine where the collaborative efforts of millions of volunteers can
produce a highly useful resource for mankind [Hendler and Mulvehill 2016]. Wikipedia
demonstrates many successful features of crowdsourced knowledge and expertise – so-
cially, politically, and technically [Tinati et al. 2013]. Furthermore, the growth of Wikipedia
has been organic in nature, with many of the newly introduced features being community-
driven, with very little changes to the core platform technology.

Wikipedia has received much attention over recent years given its impact as a highly suc-
cessful Web system, and its mainstream role in society [Kuznetsov 2006; Kamps and
Koolen 2009; Kittur et al. 2007; Kittur and Kraut 2008; Liao 2008]. Common amongst
such research is the general desire to better understand the activity, participation and reten-
tion of Wikipedians, and to better understand the community that engage with the platform.
Most recently, research has begun to suggest that Wikipedia could be in a state of decline,
or at the very minimum, no longer growing [Suh et al. 2009; Halfaker et al. 2013; Jullien
et al. 2015]. This is particularly pressing issue, given the role that Wikipedia plays on the
Web (e.g. Google’s knowledge graph uses Wikipedia data).
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Interested in understanding the stability of Wikipedia, in this article we examine Wikipedia
beyond the traditionally used metrics. Our study focuses on the pages of 618 active
WikiProjects which are associated with 1.5 million articles, with a related set of 1.5 mil-
lion Talk pages. WikiProjects represents a community-driven feature, aimed to improve
the breadth and quality of Wikipedia articles, for many domains and areas of interest. By
using WikiProjects as a proxy of Wikipedia activity, we expose the activities of the sub-
communities that have emerged as editors and maintainers of the Wikipedia corpora.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The popularity and availability of Wikipedia research data [Stuckman and Purtilo 2009]
has led to a rich set of interdisciplinary literature investigating how various parts of the
Wikipedia ecosystem function. Studies have investigated of Wikipedia’s structure and ar-
ticle connectivity [Buriol et al. 2006; Capocci et al. 2006; Stuckman and Purtilo 2009],
finding power law characteristics [Lam and Riedl 2009], and reflecting structural proper-
ties of the Web graph [Barabasi and Albert 1999].

There is also a growing interest into the individuals who contribute to Wikipedia; studies
have explored the motivations for participation, as well as their social interactions, such
as collaborative editing behaviour[Kittur et al. 2007]. Examining how the community in-
teracts (e.g. conflicts) has provided insight into virtual collaboration and coordination,
offering recommendations for interface and platform functionality. Studies have been con-
ducted on the collaborative process of article creation, examining the quality of articles
based on the underlying social processes [Liu and Ram 2011], and developing metrics to
measure article quality based on the conflicts within these processes [De la Calzada and
Dekhtyar 2010]. Studies have examined barriers to adoption, and the social processes of
an articles lifecycle [Hautasaari and Ishida 2012], as well as the effects of culture within
the collaborative environment, identifying how Wikipedia is far from culturally neutral,
which directly influence the collaborative efforts in article creation [Pfeil et al. 2006], and
how external factors such as political, regional, or linguistic differences affect the policy
and governance of Wikipedia in different countries [Liao 2008].

2.1 WikiProjects

A WikiProject is a community driven feature introduced in Wikipedia which allows a col-
lection of contributors to work together as a team to improve a set of Wikipedia articles,
usually related to a specific area of interest or domain. Prominent examples of this are
WikiProjects such as ‘WikiProject Medicine’ and ‘WikiProject Military History’, both con-
taining thousands of contributors, working on many Wikipedia articles. From a social and
governance perspective, there are no formal guidelines on how a WikiProject should be
run, and there are no privileges for those contributing to a WikiProject. Furthermore, the
Wikipedia articles which a WikiProject is contributing to is also part of the main corpus of
Wikipedia articles, and an article can be part of more than one WikiProject.

Whilst WikiProjects are fairly unknown to non-Wikipedians, the study of the WikiPro-
jects phenomenon has begun to provide insight into the smaller-scale team coordination
and collaboration in Wikipedia [Morgan et al. 2013], and the motivations that driven these
teams to contribute [Farič and Potts 2014]. Unlike large-scale studies of Wikipedia, study-
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ing WikiProjects as individual or comparative set of communities offers a finer level of
granularity in terms of why individuals contribute to, and the internal social processes that
enable this to occur.

In this study we build on studies investigating the emergent socio-technical features of
Wikipedia, with a particular interest in the role of WikiProjects for improving the general
corpus of Wikipedia articles. We also take into consideration the existing studies suggest-
ing that discussion and ‘Talk’ plays an important role in the production of content, and in
the co-ordination of contributors.

3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The analysis uses data containing of over 1.6 million Wikipedia article pages and their cor-
responding Talk page (limited to the English language subset). In total we harvested over
3.2 million unique articles, which are associated with 618 active WikiProjects; dormant
and retired projects were not include these in the dataset.

For each Wikipedia article, we harvested a historic log of all revisions (edits). Each revi-
sion was related to a user, a timestamp, and the changes made. If the user was not logged in
when the edit was made, then the user’s IP address is recorded, and ’anon’ is appended to
the entry. In addition to harvesting an article’s edit log, we also extracted the corresponding
’Talk’ page if available (not all articles have a Talk page with entries). Commonly, a Talk
page will contain the discussions of Wikipedians, often related to the creation, modifica-
tion, and conflicts of the Wikipedia article. For each Talk entry, the user, the timestamp,
and the comment made is collected. In order to refine our harvesting strategy, we gener-
ated a list of all articles and Talk pages related for each WikiProject, identified duplicates
(a page can be associated with more than one project), and then harvested the revisions and
Talk entries.

In addition to the articles associated with the WikiProject, we also harvested the project’s
home (root) page. This page resembles a typical Wikipedia article structure, but contains
specific content related to a project, including, contributors, articles associated with, and
the ‘project goal’.

3.1 Data

Table I shows a overview of the data collected for this study. This data was collected
during November 2014. We have provided this data in a structured for, freely available via
the Southampton Web Observatory 1.

4. RESULTS

We compared the 618 WikiProjects with respect to the set of articles, Talk contributions,
and users, associated with a given WikiProject. We also computed the author co-relations
between users who have made an edit entry on an article page as well as the corresponding

1WikiProject dataset available via the Southampton Web Observatory: http://webobservatory.
soton.ac.uk/
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Feature Value
WikiProjects 618
Unique Wikipedia article Pages 1,673,826
Unique Wikipedia Talk Pages 1,051,062
Revisions Made 109,185,140
Talk Entries 15,310,649
Unique Wikipedians 14,993,913
Registered Users 2,544,224
Anonymous Users 12,449,689
First article Revision 2001-01-20
First Talk Entry 2001-02-06

Table I. General Dataset Overview

Fig. 1. Distribution of articles, Talk Entries, and Contributions for All WikiProjects. Crossover (Editors and
Talkers) Wikipedians For All and Root Pages of a WikiProject

Talk page (we label this the crossover users). In addition to this, we also examine the
co-relationship of users between projects.

To examine the role that WikiProjects played in the editing and Talk activity, we extracted
the set of users who have made entries on the ’root’ WikiProject set of pages and cor-
responding Talk page. The root pages represent the ’homepage’ of a project. We also
computed statistics for the total set of pages related to a project. Table II provides an
overview of the statistics generated for this analysis.

Figure 1 presents the distribution of statistics generated in Table II, specifically, the article
and Talk pages per project, the number of Wikipedians per project, and the proportion of
Wikipedians in a project who edit as well as Talk (crossover users). Findings reveal a
normal distribution between WikiProjects (number of article and Talk contributions), and
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Measure All Project
Pages

Root Pages of
Project)

Avg # of articles 1,718 1
Avg # of Talk Pages 1,700 1
Avg # of article Entries 177,533 453
Avg # of Talk Entries 25,028 234
Avg # of Wikipedians 43,036 117
Avg # of article editors 40,294 117
Avg # of Talkers 4,817 62
Avg # of Anon. editors 1,308 51
Avg # of Anon. Talkers 2,324 46
Avg # of Crossover Wikipedians (%) 1,868 12
Avg % are Crossovers Wikipedians 4.5 13

Table II. WikiProject Statistics for 618 active Wikipedia projects. Root pages represent the activity on the core
WikiProject page (homepage)

Feature Avg growth
function

Std Dv. Growth
Constant)

All article pages in Project 2.58x - 2.8 0.12
All Talk pages in Project 2.92x - 3.31 0.25
Root article pages in Project 3.68x - 4.32 0.74
Root Talk in Project 3.86x - 4.76 0.60

Table III. Regression Analysis of Editing and Talk Activity Growth for All and Root Pages

crossover users, however, for root pages of a WikiProject, we found a larger proportion of
Wikipedians active on articles and Talk pages. As expected, we found a positive correlation
between the size of a WikiProject (number of articles and Talk pages), and how many
participants contributed to it. However, we noted that there are a number of mid-sized
projects which contain many editors, but very few Talkers.

4.1 WikiProject Growth

We computed the growth of each WikiProject in terms of the number of contributions,
pages, and newly joined Wikipedians. Figure 2 provides an overview of the raw and nor-
malised view of the growth in Edits and Talk entries, for all associated project pages (a) -
(d). and for all root pages, (e) - (h). Each line in the plot corresponds to a WikiProjects,
and the values represent the cumulative number of edits or Talk entries. As the Figures
illustrate, the growth of WikiProjects appear to follow a linear function (article and Talk
pages), and as the narrow upper and lower boundaries of the calculated standard deviation
in Table III indicates, WikiProjects appear to grow at a similar rate. This is also true for
just the root pages, although the rate to which WikiProjects have grown in Talk activity is
slightly less unified, as (h) shows.

4.2 User Onboarding

We also computed the intake of new Wikipedians, by extracting their first entry on either
an article or Talk page. Figure 3 provides an aggregate count of new article and Talk users,
for both root pages and all associated WikiProject article pages. The plots for new article
users show that there was an initial spike in activity, which then level off and remain steady.
For Talk pages, examining only the root pages reveal a steady increase in activity, and for
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Fig. 2. Growth of Editing and Talk pages, aggregated by WikiProjects. (a) - (d) for All
activity, (e) - (h) for root activity

Fig. 3. New Editors and Talkers to Join Wikipedia. Identified by their First Entry on an article or Talk page

all WikiProject pages, we observe an initial spike and then a slight decline until it has reach
a level of stability.

4.3 Cross-Project Contribution

We examined the co-occurrence network between root pages of WikiProjects with respects
to Wikipedians who are active on more than one WikiProject. Figure 4 provides an illus-
tration of the co-occurrence network between WikiProject root article pages, and root Talk
pages. As Table IV shows, there is a large group of Wikipedians who contribute to one or
more WikiProjects, and that both the root article and Talk pages are all part of one large
component.

4.4 Editors-and-Talkers

In order to understand the role of Wikipedians active on the root WikiProject pages (ar-
ticles and Talk pages) have within the wider set of WikiProject pages, we computed the
SIGWEB Newsletter Winter 2017
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Fig. 4. Article and Talk Co-occurrence network between Wikipedians on root pages. Nodes represent WikiPro-
jects

Graph Measure Talk Pages article Pages )
Nodes 603 608
Edges 34,1067 35,0852
Node Avg. In-degree 565 577
Node Avg. Out-degree 565 577
Connected Components 1 1
Diameter 4 4

Table IV. Co-occurrence network statistics of root article and Talk pages.

set of editors and Talkers that are active on both root pages and the WikiProject pages.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of root editors and Talkers on WikiProject pages, as well
as the relationship between the proportion of root editors and Talkers that are active on a
WikiProject page. Each data point within the plot represents a WikiProject, and its position
indicates the percentage of root users who edit or Talk on the associated set of WikiProject
pages. As shown, there is a positive relationship between projects that have root users that
edit and Talk on associated pages. There are also a number of projects where many of the
root users do not edit but Talk a lot.

5. DISCUSSION

One of most important findings from our analysis is the ability to use Wikipedia’s emergent
features as a measure of the platforms activity. Unlike existing studies [Suh et al. 2009;
Halfaker et al. 2013], our analysis, which uses WikiProjects as a proxy for Wikipedia
activity, appears to show signs of growth. Our findings suggest that there is still significant
activity in terms of new article edits, new Talk discussions, and a steady - and in Talk pages
- growing number of new Wikipedians. It is as result of this that we consider emergent
features such as WikiProjects an important area to study and understand, as these features
may offer alternative ways to better monitor and observe a system’s ’health’.

Moreover, whilst the primary task in Wikipedia is to create a comprehensive knowledge-
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Fig. 5. Root WikiProject Page and All Editors and Talkers. Plot compares WikiProject Root Wikipedians partic-
ipation in associated project pages

base using crowdsourcing techniques, features such as Talk pages have emerged to become
important in the process of article production [Ferschke et al. 2012]. Our analysis of the
activity on article and Talk pages revealed a fairly similar outcome, however the proportion
of WikiProject members who contributed to both edits and Talk pages revealed a fairly low
percentage. As Table II shows, on average only 4.5% of Wikipedians participated in editing
and Talking on the associated pages of a WikiProject. Yet, in comparison to this, 13% of
root page Wikipedians contributed to both Talk and edits. A possible reason for this might
be that the community that forms around root pages is significantly smaller, as shown in
Table II, and the type of content on a root page may promote more discussion, given that
the content is concerned with WikiProject activity, goals, and achievements.

We also found that they were interconnected by a network of Wikipedians. As Figure 4
and Table IV show, there are a core network of Wikipedians which are active on more
than one WikiProject. As the co-occurrence network metrics in Table IV show, nearly all
projects shared common editors or Talkers, even though projects are extremely diverse in
topic (e.g. from ’Academic Journals’ to ’Indian Music’ ). Taking this into consideration,
these Wikipedians may represent some of the core community responsible for sustaining
SIGWEB Newsletter Winter 2017
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and improving the current state of Wikipedia [Kittur et al. 2007].

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our analysis of WikiProjects has revealed features about how this emergent feature con-
tributes to the main corpus of Wikipedia’s articles, and importantly, how these communities
reflect healthy statistics of new users, edits, and discussions. Whilst further insight is re-
quired to understand the context and relationship between Talk and article pages, and the
role of WikiProjects, our findings suggest that Talk has integrated itself to become part of
the core Wikipedia workflow, and that WikiProjects has reconfigured the article production
and improvement process.

As Wikipedia has evolved over the course of 1.5 decades, so has its complexities, fea-
tures, and role in modern society. Features such as WikiProjects represent community-led,
reconfigurations of a technology. By developing analytical approaches which can take ad-
vantage of these organic, community-inspired features, it is possible to gain insight which
may not possible by using traditional, system-level metrics.

Taking things forward, future work in this area needs to explore the extent of how WikiPro-
jects facilitates the lifecycle of article production, and how talk pages plays a role in
this process. Another interesting area of investigation would be to explore the role of
WikiProjects in connecting articles and Wikipedians across linguistic boarders, given that
Wikipedia is a multi-language resource.
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